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Dressed for outdoors. Thomas and Teddy 
tried on the all in one suits that will be 
used when we expect a very muddy/wet/
cold outdoor session to take place. 
 
The outdoor hut has been used this week 
for the first time. The picture shows the 
internal lay out. The flooring is being           
fitted next week. 
 
Next week, Muddy Monsters are                 
happening for year 1 children. NO          
uniform, just gear that is comfortable and 
washes easily as it may well get muddy. 
Coats and wellington boots are needed... 

Wendy Angus 

Dear parent, 
 
It has been an exciting fortnight in school, with the visit from Neil Griffiths,           
children’s author, on Tuesday afternoon. The children and indeed all staff were 
enthralled with his story telling and parents attending the workshop also                
appreciated some key messages. Developing a love of reading is at the heart of 
what we believe in and story telling plays an important part in developing children’s 
language and ultimately their creativity. The photos on page 2 capture the           
moments.  
 
Year 2 children have received a great deal of praise this week and deservedly so.  
Their handwriting has improved dramatically and they are confidently writing at 
length. It was a pleasure to share their books with teaching staff who were 
thrilled with their early progress. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday have seen each 
class work with Mrs Avery as part of their science work on habitats. They have 
enjoyed using soft and hard pencils and water colours, producing some lovely           
observational art from the natural environment. 
 
The change for life team have also led a session with each reception and year 1 
class, reinforcing key messages about a healthy life style. 
 
This week we say goodbye to Mrs Bell who begins her maternity leave. We wish 
her a safe delivery in the coming weeks. 



Their  faces tell a story. The children LOVED listening to and participating with 
Neil Griffiths who captivated their imaginations and excitement about the two 
stories he told them. For everyone in school, it reminded us just what has been 
missing during the pandemic. We hope to share  so may more opportunities 
over the coming months. 



 Nursery children LOVE their music. They were                                             
remembering the words to the songs. What fun 
they had in their first Tweeties                  
session. The photos share this special             
moment. 



The outdoor classroom has its first lessons...The outdoor classroom has its first lessons...The outdoor classroom has its first lessons...   

This week the outdoor room 

(known as Hagrid's hut) is              

hosting science lessons in Year 2 

with Mrs Avery. The  children 

are working  within their           

habitat theme and  discovering 

lots of  information about a 

range of  animals and their 

habitats . Class 3 gave the hut 

their full approval! 


